
Immersive Communication 
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Me!Box changes the way communication works because it 
harnesses the power of consumer generated content behavior 
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Immersive Communication That Moves 
People To Action TM 

Engagement is turning on a prospect to a brand idea enhanced by the surrounding context. 
Immersion starts with engagement and significantly enhances it with a positive viewer 

experience through a story and information that compels the prospect to (a) stick around 
and (b) take action 
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Why me!box Works: POSITIVE VIEWER EXPERIENCE.  The best customers are the ones that find you on their own. By providing more relevant information through video and by providing tools to satisfy your viewers curiosity/aspiration to know more, you invite people to actively engage and stick around....



Me!Box brings all the power of the web into your video – 
and keeps your viewer thinking “inside the !box” 
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60% of viewers, on average, click through to more informationViewers spend up to 5x longer engaging with the video experience than actual video length45% of viewers, on average, watch entire videoSponsor messaging sees up to 25% click-through ratesContextual Linking – Multi-Dimensional Media delivers a deeper learning/discovery experienceDrives audience, engagement, page views, viewer action, lead generation, salesA total contextual experience that brings content, brand, product together with the desired call-to-actionDelivered on web, mobile, tablet through website, social, ad networks, emailEasy-to-use, intuitive, producer & consumer experience
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While “inside the !box” this is what the viewer 
experiences: 
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Enriches experience of whole storyKeeps listener/viewer engagedEasy to connect content, information with a consumer’s aspiration to take action More options for content consumptionAllows consumers to buy now and continue with contentProvides multiple sharing optionsGenerates leads/transactionsCreates more page viewsDoesn’t require a linear consumption pathHighlights additional content upfrontBoth actively and passively engagesContent is always available, never fleetingNavigation bar highlights content for viewersDelivers a roadmap to access more information and take actionDrives consumers directly to additional content Access additional content without loss of engagementEfficient cost of creation/absorptionImproves search through more SEO opportunities 



Me!Box – More than Curation:  
!Engagement and !Participation 
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Me!box is the next generation of video engagement and participation.  Using Youtube for its search engine benefits is good business – but using me!box for your microsite, webpages and e-mails delivers measurable increases in ROI…Clients have experienced significant revenue increases from me!boxing…let’s run a test on your site and see how much you will gain!
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